
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time, Tide and Tourism Conference  
Never underestimate the power of sharing knowledge – especially when it comes to a World Heritage 
property.   
 
One hundred people attended the 
7th Biennial (Time, Tide and 
Tourism) Conference at the 
University of the Sunshine Coast 
Sippy Downs in August.  Like the 
previous six conference there was 
much informal interaction between 
the attendees, all of whom have a 
strong interest in K’gari.  While 
some of the issues discussed such as 
managing K’gari’s invasive species 
are perennial topics, it was helpful 
for the audience to gain an insight 
into the progress being made and 
the on-going effort required.   
 
Aside from bringing together a 
diverse and interesting audience, it 
was the caliber of the opening 
speakers, Dr John Hookey and Dr Martin Buzacott, that set the bar for this event.  Dr Hookey, 
Commissioner of the 1975-76 Fraser Island Inquiry provided his unique perspective on how sand mining 
was brought to an end on K’gari, while Martin Buzacott addressed how numerous artists and musicians 
have drawn their inspiration from the Fraser Island landscape. Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation Secretary, 
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Welcome to the Spring and final edition of the 
FINIA newsletter for 2017, keeping FINIA 
members up to date with Fraser Island news 
and current FINIA projects.   

Our next meeting will be held on Tuesday 7 
November (Melbourne Cup Day) upstairs in the 
Town Hall Reception Room from 10am to 2pm. 
Don’t forget to wear a hat – there will be a 
prize! Please email any agenda items to 
contactFINIA@gmail.com  

Thanks to our contributors and look forward to 
seeing you at the meeting! 

 

Dr John Hookey, Fraser Island Commissioner reflects on his role in Fraser Island’s conservation  

mailto:contactFINIA@gmail.com
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Christine Royan, provided an insightful outline of “K’gari’s Future with the Native Title Holders,” and the 
changing role of the Butchulla people in managing K’gari.   
 
One of the most interesting papers was the presentation by Chris Loorham.  In the 42 years since he 
worked as an advisor the Fraser Island Environmental Inquiry commissioners, Chris has travelled far and 
wide dealing with environmental law and Native Title matters.  Protocol to avoid any perceptions of bias 
from the 1975-76 Inquiry meant that he never returned to K’gari until he returned as a volunteer on a 2016 
weeding program.  This return encounter and his observations encouraged him to return from Port Fairy in 
Victoria to present “From Confrontation to Collaboration”.   
 
There was significant amusement about some of the methods for “Handling the Hordes” with solutions 
from overseas World Heritage sites, but managing visitation has some serious implications.  Other topics 
discussed the methodology of the new Values Based Management Plans being developed for K’gari, 
mapping the Great Sandy Strait and incorporating coral into its tidal tapestry.   
 
Reflecting on the conference in her role as rapporteur, Sue Sargent (Chair of the Australian World Heritage 
Advisory Committee and Fraser Island’s Community Advisory Committee) commented on the knowledge 
gained by all the participants in the room, before closing with a quote from Christine Royan’s presentation, 
that collaboration was the key - “walking together and working together,” to secure the future of K’gari.   
 
The University of the Sunshine Coast has committed to support the 8th Biennial Conference at its Fraser 
Coast campus in 2019 and Fraser Island Defenders’ Organisation has already held out its hand to make the 
next conference a collaboration with the Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation, building around the working 
title of Community, Culture and Collaboration.   

Article submitted by John Sinclair (FIDO) and Sue Sargent 

 
The Excitement of New Discoveries 

Ever since FIDO’s Beach to Birrabeen BioBlitz, I have 
been ever alert to discover anything ‘new’ or ‘different’ 
on K’gari.   I was always interested, but my interest has 
been lifted to a new level.  Thus it was that when 
driving into Eurong’s Residential Valley, I spied in my 
peripheral vision a Caeasalpinia bonduc.  It was in a site 
driven and walked past hundreds of times each week.  
Peter Shooter had previously discovered one very large 
rambling specimen the Happy Valley dump.  This was 
the first specimen I had seen in Eurong.  It was so much 
smaller but unmistakable even from a passing vehicle.  
I was so excited that I rushed to get my co-workers to 
show them this new observation.   
 
FIDO conducts three major week-long working bees at 
Eurong every year.   However this isn’t enough to stop 
new weeds springing up and setting seeds in the four 

month intervals and so Su Dawson and I with the support of the Eurong Resort have begun holding interim 
weed management trips to get to any new weeds before they flower and/or set viable seed.  This strategy 
is turning out to be most rewarding and is stopping the two steps forward and one step back progress that 
we had been encountering.  Our week in September was just one of those interim efforts to maintain the 
momentum forward.   This time Suzanne Wilson, who is a plant enthusiast, was with us.  She was there to 
maintain the progress in the Eurong nursery that has become her baby, but which had become infected 
with Flick weed.     
 
While carrying out our closer inspection of C. bonduc we became curious about another plant about a 
metre away.   

Caeasalpinia bonduc growing adjacent to our mystery plant  
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It was different to anything I had ever seen before, so 
I took photos of it, hoping to be able to identify it in 
the new expanded edition of “Mountains to 
Mangroves” that is being referred to with increasing 
frequency as we become ever more curious about 
K’gari’s rich variety of plants.   
 
When we couldn’t find anything resembling it our 
curiosity was really aroused.  The next week I ran into 
two eminent rainforest specialists Hugh and Nan 
Nicholsen.  They invited me to send them the photo, 
confident that they could sort it out.  Nan’s email 
came back, “Our carefully considered opinion is that 
we don't have a clue.“    
 
On Nan’s recommendation I referred my imagery to expert Queensland botanist and previous member of 
the Fraser Island Scientific Advisory Committee, Bill McDonald.  His reply was swift and positive, “It 
is Thespesia populnea (family Malvaceae), a common littoral species in central and northern Queensland, 
but recorded down to the North Coast of NSW.” 
 
Our mystery plant was growing at the edge of a swamp in the first swale back from the ocean beach and 
seems remarkably glossy and fleshy.  It was only about 50 cms tall and may be a juvenile of something 
larger.  Our research on the net showed that it could be much larger.   

 
The Atlas of Living Australia describes it as, “typically 
reaching 6 to 10 meters in height, found widely in 
coastal areas of the tropics and warm subtropics from 
sea level up to around 150 meters elevation. It thrives 
on sandy coastal soil. The tolerance of Thespesia 
populnea of wind, salt spray, and periodic inundation 
with brackish water and its ability to thrive in sandy, 
saline soils make these trees useful as coastal 
windbreaks. This species is apparently native to coastal 
areas of the Indian and Pacific Oceans from East Africa 
and India to mainland Southeast Asia, Indonesia, and the 
Philippines. However, it now has a pan-tropical 
distribution, ranging from the Pacific to the Caribbean 
and the coast of Africa.”   
 

When we saw the distribution map in the ALA, it wasn’t surprising that this first observation on Fraser 
Island doesn't appear in the Mountains to Mangroves that covered the known flora of South East 
Queensland.  It will be interesting to observe the developments of these two plants.   
 
It is my guess that the seeds of Thespesia populnea and the Caesalpinia bonduc were carried south by 
ocean currents and both washed ashore in some big tidal surge (possibly the same tide) and deposited at 
the entrance of Residential Valley 

Article by John Sinclair, FIDO 
 

A Case for BioBlitzes:  
Our discovery of this new plant species for K’gari is a further example of the benefits of BioBlitzes.  The 
location of our mystery plant is driven past at least 1,000 times a week with a pedestrian path only two 
metres from it.  The BioBlitz aroused both my curiosity and awareness.  I was aware before but this was a 
heightened awareness that made me look twice.  We didn’t need to take specimens. Photos were enough 
to get an identification.  If we can raise the awareness of more people, who knows what other new 
discoveries there are to be made on K’gari.   

Our Mystery plant — Thespesia populnea 

Atlas of Living Australia showing distribution of Thespesia 
populnea 

 

Our Mystery plant — Thespesia populnea 
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Lessons from other World Heritage sites - Japan 
I have to insist to my disbelieving family and others that my trip to Japan is not a holiday but really is a 
study tour and part of my quest to see what can be learnt in how other World Heritage sites are being 
managed.  I am particularly interested in island World Heritage sites and I have already visited two of 
Japan’s natural World Heritage sites that are islands, Yakushima and Ogasawara.  However, the latest 
World Heritage nomination of four island’s in the chain of small islands stretched out in an arc between the 
southern island and Taiwan that includes the Okinawa archipelago is of special interest.   
 
My interest was aroused not only because this may be the last natural World Heritage site to be nominated 
by Japan for World Heritage listing, but because these islands are at a similar latitude and longitude to 
K’Gari (Fraser Island) but in the Northern Hemisphere. 
 
In 2014, en voyage to Japan’s remote World 
Heritage island of Ogasawara, which is on the same 
latitude but much further to the east, I was amazed 
to see the extent of the weed problem.  Because of 
Ogasawara’s similar latitude to K’gari many of the 
weeds were very familiar, also occuring on K’gari.  
However Ogasawara’s worst weed is Casuarina 
equisitrifolia which we are busily propagating in the 
Eurong Nursery to be used in bush regeneration 
especially along K’gari’s foreshores.  On Ogasawara 
this species runs rampant over the steep volcanic 
terrain. 
 
Both Ogasawara and K’gari have a similar problem 
in dealing with weeds and faced with low resident 
populations, both are reliant on volunteers from the 
mainland.  Getting volunteers to Ogasawara 1000 
kms south of Tokyo and without an airstrip on this rugged island requires a 36-hour trip on the twice 
weekly 1,000 passenger ferry.  This limits the number of potential visitors and volunteers. 
 
The proposed World Heritage property in the Ryukyu chain accounts for less than 1% of the whole land 
area of Japan, yet it accommodates about 17% of the nation’s endangered vascular plants. This area is 
therefore of the utmost importance for the conservation of Japan’s endangered plants. 
 
Su Dawson has been researching the weed problem on the four islands we are set to explore in the Ryukyu 
chain of islands and I will be interested to see how the weeds and other invasive species are being dealt 
with.  The World Heritage area straddles two Japanese prefectures, so there are two different organizations 
to administer them.  There are also two Visitor Centres, one for each prefecture.  I am keen to observe how 
the OUV is being interpreted in each.  I will report on these matters in the next FINIA newsletter.   

Article by FINIA’s internatational reporter, John Sinclair, AO 
 

QPWS Strategic Funding for Pest Management 
Annual funding applications for State Government priority pest management projects were recently 
approved. The Great Sandy National Park (GSNP) and Inskip Peninsula Recreation Area (IPRA) received a 
substantial part of the allocated funding.  
 
This funding will assist in the control of a number of priority pest species between Cooloola and K’gari 
including ongoing projects that mitigate the threatening processes to our coastal dune vegetation. Many 
pest species within the GSNP are often introduced and spread by external vectors.  
 
Ongoing funding has been approved for existing priority projects such as the: 

Japan’s latest World Heritage nomination includes the Okinawa 
archipelago 
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• GSNP Bitou Bush Control Program (still the only recorded restricted invasive plant under the 
Biosecurity Act 2014 (category 2, 3, 4 & 5) on Fraser Island (K’gari) and also a Weed of National 
Significance.  

• Pandanus Dieback Survey and Control Collaborative Program. 

• Green Panic Control Program for Black Breasted Button Quail conservation at IPRA.  

• Singapore Daisy Control Program – Teewah Beach. 
 
Newly funded projects that will enhance the work already completed by QPWS Rangers include surveying 
for Gambusia sp. (Mosquito fish) in K’gari lake systems and waterways, equipment purchases for invasive 
grass species control and an early/tactical intervention program for fox control.   
 
These projects will continue to provide opportunities for collaboration as contractors and volunteers will be 
sought to assist QPWS with this important work. 

Submitted by Linda Behrendorff RIC NRM,  
Queensland Parks & Wildlife Service, Great Sandy National Park 

 

Irresponsible pet owners impact K’gari’s wildlife 
A recent rise in reports and images of domestic dogs on K’gari has 
prompted Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service along with 
concerned stakeholders to release media requests asking all 
visitors to leave their dogs at home when they visit World 
Heritage listed Fraser Island (K’gari). 
 
The island is home to many rare and threatened native Australian 
animals including a healthy population of dingoes. Bringing 
domestic animals, including dogs and cats, onto Fraser Island 
(K’gari) without authorisation is illegal and can have far reaching 

impacts on native and migrating wildlife. 
 
Dingoes are territorial, actively defending their home range and 
hunting grounds from all intruders and having a dog on the island 
can increase the risk of a negative dingo interaction.  Domestic 
dogs may also have detrimental effects on the dingo population, 
besides increased hybridization through interbreeding, they can 
bring diseases and parasites that the dingoes may not been 
exposed to such as parvo virus, kennel cough and hydatids, which 
could have severe and lasting impacts on the closed-system 
population. 
 
All visitors to Fraser Island (K’gari), including residents and those visiting by boat, should ensure that their 
dogs and cats do not visit at any time.  Domestic animals can cause significant damage to the natural 
environment by killing native and migrating fauna and spreading disease.  Under the Nature Conservation 
Act 1992 and Recreation Areas Management Act 2006 it is illegal for any person to bring or keep an animal 
onto Fraser Island (K’gari) without authority, and significant penalties apply. 
 
For further information on Fraser Island (K’gari), go online www.npsr.qld.gov.au.  

 
Article and images contributed by Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service, Great Sandy National Park 

 

Seasonal migration and those that stay 
It’s that time again! The humpback whale annual migration is heading south and the marine turtle courting 
and breeding season begins - where adult courting males and nesting females return to their birthplace 
from areas hundreds of kilometres abroad. 

Visit Fraser but please leave your four-legged friends 
at home (photos QPWS) 

http://www.npsr.qld.gov.au/
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While these migratory breeding cycles increase whale and 
turtle populations, sadly, some individuals remain and 
become part of the island’s food-web providing extra 
sustenance for terrestrial scavengers including the island’s 
apex predators. 
 
Recent increases in humpback whale numbers on the east 
coast of Australia is widely published. Inevitably this also 
means an increase in the likelihood of whale stranding 
events. During this season there have been two humpback 
whale strandings reported for K’gari which is lower than 
average. 
 

Due to its location, K’gari becomes the resting place for various species of wildlife including sea snakes, 
sharks, rays, dolphins, dugong, seals and also migratory birds (including short-tailed shearwaters Puffinus 
tenuirostris and Australasian gannets Morus serrator). These strandings contribute to available food 
sources for dingoes and other scavengers.  
 
Where possible, QPWS relocates larger deceased and 
stranded marine wildlife away from the popular 
visitor areas and beaches where they can pose safety 
hazards for vehicle traffic. Relocation also allows 
undisturbed and safe scavenging processes. Research 
is soon to be published on the importance of this 
food source to the island. 
 
Strandings of large marine wildlife such as marine 
turtles and mammals are formally recorded on a 
state-wide online database called STRANDNET 
(available at www.ehp.qld.gov.au/wildlife/caring-for-
wildlife/strandnet-reports.html).  

Article contributed by Linda Behrendorff (RIC NRM), 
Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service, Great Sandy National Park 

 

Field Work Report: Happy Valley Weeding Trip 6-12 August  
Abrus precatorius subspecies africanus 
 
This was the 15th trip since Peter started as team leader and while his team have worked on a number of 
weed species during that time, the main focus has been on Abrus precatorius subspecies africanus. 
 
In the beginning, the species had infected at least 40ha in and around the village of Happy Valley. It was 
extensively established and in many areas had extended into the canopy of trees.  The main control 
method used was foliar spraying with 1.5% roundup, using 20L back packs.  The population is now very low, 
and Peter is pleased to report that no work was done with back packs this trip, and he is not expecting to 
be using back pack sprays again. 
 
This trip, the team inspected a large area that we had been working on since March 2014, and found almost 
no mature plants. There were numerous small seedlings that were removed by hand in the main, or where 
they had grown, runners were sprayed with 1.5% roundup from 500ml hand sprays. This is a huge 
achievement, and the result rewards many hours of back breaking work by the volunteers. 
 
The areas inspected and treated include the area opposite the Rotary shed, the areas around the rotary 
shed extending South to the Yidney Rocks Bypass Road grid, inside the dingo fence East of the Bypass Road, 
either side of the road extending North West of the dump and either side of the Yidney Scrub Road outside 

Known dingo 09Blue14m is not sure where to start (photo J. 
Kellam).        

QPWS relocating a deceased dolphin (photo QPWS).  

http://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/wildlife/caring-for-wildlife/strandnet-reports.html
http://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/wildlife/caring-for-wildlife/strandnet-reports.html
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the grid.  Since the mature plants are all but gone from these 
areas, Peter hopes for no seed set this summer.  Their aim is 
to ensure no future seed set and to follow up by removing 
seedlings as they emerge. 
 
Between the Yidney Rocks Bypass Road and the beach, the 
program of locating and destroying Abrus continues. Ongoing 
work is required in this area, but the population is now well 
under control. Access has been very difficult in this area due 
to heavy infestation of scrambling Easter Cassia and Lantana, 
but as they work on eliminating those species, they can more 
easily locate and destroy Abrus. This work will be ongoing for 
several trips, as the area was in a disgraceful state at the 
start of the project. Several quite large broad-leafed pepper 
trees were also destroyed. 
 
The area opposite Rotary shed was one of the most weed 
infested areas at the commencement of work in March 2014. 
The Happy Valley team did considerable follow up work in 
this area hand pulling seedling Abrus, and spraying any larger 
plants using 500ml hands sprays. They also patrolled the 
whole area removing any remaining Cassia, Lantana and 
basket asparagus. This area is now all but free of these 
species. 
 
Ongoing work on Abrus and continual follow up inspection of all areas is essential to remove emergent 
Abrus seedlings. Increasingly this will be by hand pulling. The use of Roundup has massively decreased and 
will reduce to all but zero, assuming no more infected areas are discovered. 
 
Ongoing work on Cassia and Lantana will focus mainly on the Yidney Rocks Bypass area for the November 
trip and the 2018 year. At the same time, the team will mop up any located plants in our work area. Very 
little remains in the areas they have been working, except in the Yidney Rocks Bypass Road area where 
there is still a huge amount of work to be done. 
 
FIDO will partner with the Fraser Island Association for the May 2018 Cassia Blitz in the first week of May 
2018. The Cassia will be in flower and thus easier to locate. Peter’s team will focus on the area immediately 
South of Happy Valley between the beach and the Yidney Rocks Bypass Road. This area is very heavily 
infested. It would be great if other land care groups could join us for this May blitz. Plants will be pulled 
where ever possible, and large plants cut off at the base and squirted with roundup. 
 

Trip Volunteers: Peter Shooter – Nambour, Chris Breitenbach – Auchenflower, Maurice McCullum - West 
End, Roger Williams – Mooloolaba, Jane Minor - Alexandra Headlands, Pat Turner – Montville, Rhonda and 
Graham Wood – Fairfield and Robyn Webster - Springwood, Blue Mountains 

 
Report submitted by Peter Shooter, FIDO  

 
Watch out for Blackberry Nightshade Environmental Weed 
One of the world’s worst weeds (Holm) Blackberry nightshade (Solanum americanum & S.nigrum) is a weed 
of 37 crops in 61 countries. Alternate host for diseases including anthracnose, Cercospora, blight, leaf spot 
and powdery mildew, at least 13 nematodes, 3 bacterial diseases, 7 fungal diseases 
including Rhizoctonia and over 30 crop viruses.  
  
Description:   Blackberry nightshade is a cosmopolitan weed from the Americas.  It is an upright or 
spreading annual herb to 1.3m with green to purplish leaves egg shape to rhomboid, stems angled or 

Peter Shooter’s team of volunteers chasing Abrus in 
Happy Valley 
Peter Shooter and the volunteers have been chasing 
Abrus out of Happy Valley  
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winged (S.nigrum rounded stems).  Clusters of white star shaped flowers 
(similar to potato flowers) producing glossy round green to black berries 
(fruit).  It is claimed that each plant can produce up to 178,000 seeds!   
 
Where found: Grows in disturbed open areas and dispersed by birds, 
animals and through garden waste. 
Considered edible in Africa and other countries. May contain toxic alkaloids 
and toxic levels of nitrates.  Most cases of suspected poisoning are due to 
consumption of leaves or unripe fruit.  Of the species which occur 
in Australia S. americanum, S. scabrum and S. villosum are all considered to 
be edible. 
 
Control by: Mulching reduces germination. Hand removal before seed set.  
Chemical -2,4-D amine(500g/L) 20 mL in 10 L water or Starane® or 20 mL in 
10 L water, applied when the weed is actively growing in summer with 
reasonably selective control. 
 
A handy key to distinguish between the species can be viewed at: 
http://www.herbiguide.com.au/descriptions/hg_weedy_solanum_key.htm  

 
Inspections in Fraser Island townships continue every May and November, 
with great work occurring with the volunteer groups and residents. There 
are still plants being brought over from the mainland, seen without any 
known quarantine. Please think before bringing plants to the island to 
reduce the potential for spreading disease and pests.  For further 
information, go to: www.frasercoast.qld.gov.au  

 
Article submitted by Juliet Musgrave, Fraser Coast Regional Council  

 

Thank You to Our Sponsors! 
 

As many of you would be aware, the Fraser Island Natural Integrity Alliance (FINIA) is a non-incorporated, 
not-for-profit, umbrella organisation for its partners.  As a non-incorporated organisation, we rely on our 
partners to support our activities for the Fraser Island (K’gari) World Heritage site, with no dedicated 
funding to support our meetings, administration or even website. 
 
Without this generosity, FINIA’s activities would be far more challenging, so we would like to acknowledge 
the following sponsors for their generous support: 

 

Fraser Coast Regional Council – who provide a venue 
for our meetings. 
Burnett Mary Regional Group – who pay our website hosting fees and are catering the May 2017 meeting. 
WordPress – who have subsidised our website fees for the last 3 years, this year offering us a $50 discount. 
Kingfisher Bay Resort Group – who support many of our on-ground activities with subsidised barge fees. 
 
Add to this our amazing contributors, volunteers and donors—a special place attracts special people.  
Thanks to you all for making FINIA work.   

 
 

Photo: T Low 

Photo AVH, S.americanum distribution 

http://www.herbiguide.com.au/descriptions/hg_weedy_solanum_key.htm
http://www.frasercoast.qld.gov.au/
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Dates for the Diary 
 
What:  Weed Management   
Where: Happy Valley, Fraser Island 
When:  19–25 November 2017, 4-10 February 2018, 29 April to 5 May, 5-11 August 2018 and 18-24 

November 2018. 
For: Peter Shooter leads these trips to help tackle the heavy weed infestation in and around 

Happy Valley. A group of up to 8 will share “Kurrawa”, a comfortable holiday house in the 
centre of Happy Valley. The group will work to contain a particularly aggressive weed with 
poisonous seeds, Abrus prectorius Var Africanus that is heavily impacting on the vegetation 
but isn’t found anywhere else on Fraser Island. As the Abrus is coming under control the 
team will be increasingly turning to eliminate large woody weeds Easter Cassia and Lantana. 
Fitness is needed to carry heavy chemical backpack sprays across steep terrain. 

Cost: $200 ($100 for concessions) to subsidise costs.   
More info: For more information or to download an application form, please check out FIDO’s website 

www.fido.org.au.  
 
What:  FINIA Fraser Face-to-Face Meeting   
Where: Dilli Village, Fraser Island  
When:  19-20 February 2018 
For: This trip will provide FINIA members with the opportunity to look at on-ground works that 

have been completed over the last 12 months as well as learning from each other about 
emerging threats and opportunities for new work.  This trip will be particularly significant 
given that it will be occurring in Fraser Island’s (K’gari’s) 25th anniversary year.  More details 
to be provided in the lead up to the trip.   

Cost:  Members to cover their own costs for transport and accommodation.     
More info: To register your interest or for more information please contact John Sinclair at 

john@sinclair.org.au  
 
What:  Bush Regeneration and Monitoring  
Where: Eurong, Fraser Island  
When:  25 February to 3 March, 15-21 July and 21-27 October 2018 (Sunday to Saturday).   
For: FIDO has been conducting weeklong weeding –bush regeneration programs in Eurong since 

2005. These have progressively transformed Eurong and dramatically reduced the weed 
threats there. All will be based at Tallinga, the former Sinclair family home in Eurong Village. 
Work will focus on weeding, bush regeneration and building the capacity of the Eurong 
nursery as well as continuing FIDO’s on-going environmental monitoring programs. In 2018, 
this program will be led by Suzanne Wilson who has made such a great contribution to the 
nursery. John Sinclair will be pleased to show volunteers as much of Fraser Island as is 
possible in the time and he knows the island better than anyone else. Eurong Resort supports 
this program and provides dinner for the volunteers each night.  

Cost:  $200 ($100 for concessions) to subsidise costs.   
More info: For more information or to download an application form, please check out FIDO’s website 

www.fido.org.au.  
 
What:  Cassia Blitz  
Where: Happy Valley, Fraser Island  
When:  29 April to 5 May 2018 
For: Various teams will be deployed around the Happy Valley area to blitz the Easter Cassia at its 

peak flowering in 2018 and to prevent a future year’s seed set in the area between Happy 
Valley and Yidney Rocks.   

Cost:  Subject to team / location.     
More info: For more information please contact the Blitz Coordinators, David Anderson, Fraser Island 

Association on ando.dandm@gmail.com or Peter Shooter, FIDO, www.fido.org.au. 

 

http://www.fido.org.au/
mailto:john@sinclair.org.au
http://www.fido.org.au/
mailto:ando.dandm@gmail.com
http://www.fido.org.au/
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Funding Opportunities 
 
What: Norman Wettenhall Foundation—Small Environmental Grant Scheme 
For:  Projects that enhance or maintain the vitality and diversity of the Australian natural living 

environment. Objectives of the Small Environmental Grants Scheme (up to $10K) are flora 
and fauna conservation and threatened mammal conservation with one or more of the 
following: monitoring/recording data, community education, community capacity building 
(training) and research/science.  NWF has funded projects ranging from supporting local 
communities to maintain or restore habitat; to the production of education kits; and the 
publication and dissemination of research information. 

When: November 2017 opened on 19th September 2017 (get your application in quick!) 
Phone:  (03) 5472 1316 - Elizabeth (Beth) Mellick, Executive Officer  
Email:  beth@nwf.org.au  
Website:  http://www.nwf.org.au/  
 
What: Gambling Community Benefit Fund 
For: One-off grants of up to $35,000 (inc. GST) for not-for-profit organisations to help provide 

community services or activities that benefit the Queensland community. 
When: Round 95 is now open and will close on 30 November 2017. 
Email: cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au 
Phone: (07) 3247 4284 
Website:  http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/community-

benefit-funding-programs  
 
What: Australian Geographic Society Sponsorship  
For: Founded by Dick Smith, each quarter up to $15,000 is made available for Australian 

Geographic Society Project Grants. Funding provided by the Society for Project Sponsorship 
targets all four Project Categories: Science, Community, Adventure and Environment.  The 
society also offers seed grants between $500 and $3000.   

When: Applications are now taken throughout the year for sponsorship rounds. 
Phone: (02) 9263 9825 
Email:  society@ausgeo.com.au 
Website: http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-for-

sponsorship  
 
What: Ian Potter Foundation 
For: Sustainability, preservation of biodiversity and landscape-scale conservation are important 

and complex challenges addressed in this program area. Our Environment & Conservation 
program aims to support Australian urban and rural communities to better manage our 
natural resources and preserve biodiversity in the face of challenges such as land 
degradation, limited water resources and climate change.  

When:             Applications by invitation only in 2017.   
Phone:  (03) 9650 3188 – Louise Arkles  
Email:  admin@ianpotter.org.au 
Website:  http://www.ianpotter.org.au/home  
 
What: The Mullum Trust 
For: Supports projects which have significant, ongoing or catalytic environmental outcomes.   

Grants are available from $100 to $10,000.  Projects with specific localised environmental 
outcomes are preferred, although projects which are locally based but have far reaching 
impacts are also encouraged. 

When: Ongoing 
Phone: Mr Ryan Neoh on (03) 9671 6658 
Email: rneoh@deloitte.com.au   
Website: http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/ 
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